tinkling accompanies  throbbing inner meat of  restless incumbent  listening tree

to hear atmosphere  steeple explodes

soil colossal crystal fount spout

bright wind's office  rococo coppice  glow orifice  fruit and tiny light mist

spill into absinthe air  spit-shining ascendant

vatic trust  sparkler spasm  to husk

foil our mistress of lit foliage  inspire crescendos  turns

whistles back to Eden  steamy pavilion  to hiss out hollow

we glisten in spite of distance  our hallowed whole

elsewhere  wednesday  into undazzled dark  wide-eyed paradise teeming  sets to wooing
tousling maypole  forelock faults  throbbing inner meat of listening tree

garland glazed skin owl epaulets  to hear atmosphere

continental coronet  centaur’s crop  soil

up litter of live doves to coo  bright wind’s office  coppice  orifice
to dovecote  hip-deep in coxcomb  spill into absinthe air

over grass sprung stage  to wind  vatic trust  to husk
to pastern a tear spout  hunter’s glint  fillet  foil  foliage  inspire

round faux petal spectacle  to regale  whistles out hollow

release gaskin halter  showmanship sewn through  our hallowed whole

on porcelain go go glitter god penis tresses  elsewhere wednesday  wide-eyed sets to wooing

rainbows spurting
crystallizing castle tousling maypole forelock cream between dream cave echoes wack off marble faults
chamber of garland glazed rarities gone skin owl epaulets cavernous
to jack continental coronet centaur’s sexstatic mansion silver divan crop
up dripstone’s litter of striptease live doves to mantle to coo
vast shafts to dovecote hip- deep in pinnacle minerals coxcomb conjoined statuettes
everich grass sprung interior upholstered stage to wind in stone
to whet to pastern a gem-flushed tear spout hunter’s glint windows fillet
round a gradual faux petal spectacle mouth fang-fringe to regale
release gaskin agape into halter showmanship sewn through milk-drenched agate
on porcelain lacteal valve go go calcite glittering god penis tresses soughing
rainbows spurting
crystallizing grooming castle cream ceiling dream cave medallion's echoes wack black off marble mane
chamber of masked sisters rarities with scissors gone to entice cavernous
to clear-curtain jacklight sexstatic we crown mansion throw out silver divan tendrils
in this dripstone's museum of superfluous striptease tresses to mantle to fur-trim
to vast ingrow shafts gibbet pinnacle dropsy minerals conjoined baby's failing statuettes
over our rich interior upholstered in blank skins to coax stone
to prink whet gem proceeding-flushed patterned despite windows
open gradual mouth bone fang-fringe petticoats
overturned agape either into milk ladder down-drenched agate
within us lacteal animal pelts valve of calcite ring every breed soughing mounting